The International Conference on Computing, Mathematics and Statistics (iCMS2015) is originally one of the flagship conferences under the previously known International Conference of Art, Science and Technology (iCAST), which had been successfully organized in 2010 and 2012. Building on the success of these two previous iCAST conferences, the Faculty of Computer and Mathematical Sciences, Universiti Teknologi MARA Kedah Campus decided to hold a more focused conference, the first iCMS in 2013 and the second in 2015. With a theme “Bridging Research Endeavour in Computer and Mathematical Sciences”, the conference is a catalyst for researchers to present their ideas that bring the three different fields of computer science, mathematics and statistics together and bridge the gap by giving them the opportunity to gain insights into new areas and new perspectives to their respective fields. Given the rapidity with which computer science, mathematics and statistics are advancing in all areas of life, the conference gives an avenue for academics, researchers and students to share their diversified ideas, research findings and achievements. This meeting of great minds from various universities provides numerous opportunities for networking.
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